A FAR BETTER SYMBOL
Abalinx Peter Adamis 19 march 2018
To counter Slavic pretensions the symbol with
"Australian Greek and Proud" is far more effective.
I am also collecting information to be place on the
website to counter all claims by these pseudo
nationalists supporting FYROM on the website
at http://abalinx.com/
Please send them to my
Messenger inbox or via abalinx@gmail.com All
contributions are most welcome. Please do not send
images or information that has been fabricated as I will
only publish the truth.
We as Australians of Greek heritage should stand up and be counted amongst those who have the
courage to do so. Peter Kalla is one those few who has that courage. Others who wish to become
leaders within the Australian Greek community should do the same. The following article is also
exposing the FYROMites for who they are. Myth Fibs & Lies. The website has been attacked so
many times, but all have failed. Hacking attempts in the past six weeks has reached unprecedented
proportions.
Stay strong against the myths fibs lies and propaganda of the FYROMITES in Australia.
Remember that most of those who left the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia were
communists. An article on this subject is being crafted and be out soon. These communists could
not live under Tito's communist rule and therefore migrated to Australia, Canada and the USA
carrying their baggage of hatreds with them.
I may be biased but I abhor with a passion communism and for all it stands for. It is a false sense
of democracy and even history has demonstrated the weaknesses of such a system of governance.
One of the many reasons I enlisted into the Australian Defence Force was to counter communism
in all its forms. This is where I agree with other Australians. "If you cannot leave your baggage
behind then go back where you came from". Australia cannot do without communities who continue
to fight amongst themselves for decisions that are being made elsewhere and by nations whose
future is theirs to make. If those who feel strongly about it, do it in a peaceful manner without the
hatreds associated with it. This is Australia mate!
NEVER HAVE FEAR AS YOUR COMPANION WHEN IMPORTANT ISSUES ARE AT STAKE.
THIS IS NOT ABOUT NATIONALISM BUT RATHER WHAT IS THE TRUTH.
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